Abstract: This paper investigates the source of the spurious numerical oscillations often observed in simulations using the well-known Preissmann slot method and proposes a nonoscillatory numerical fix that can efficiently suppress the numerical oscillations. The root of these oscillations is identified by comparing the orbits calculated by a first-order Godunov type model with an ideal numerical orbit in the phase plane. It is found that in the very thin layer in the vicinity of the conduit roof the numerical model has insufficient numerical viscosity to avoid the often-observed oscillations. In order to remove these spurious oscillations, an approximate Riemann solution is proposed that automatically enhances the numerical viscosity whenever the water level is in the vicinity of the conduit roof and the pressurization of the conduit is proximate. A comparison of results from the proposed model with both experimental data and analytical solutions show that it can provide nonoscillatory solutions over a wide range of the wave velocities ranging from 10 to 1,000 m=s. Furthermore, the proposed model effectively controls data smearing.
Introduction
In order to calculate unsteady mixed flow in closed conduit systems, Preissmann proposed a modeling approach that has been successfully employed as a computational tool for almost four decades (Abbott 1982) . This method, which is well-known as the Preissmann slot method (PSM), posits a narrow slot above the crown of the conduit and allows pressurized flows to be treated by the same set of the partial differential equations governing unsteady flow in open channels. Proper choice of the slot width permits the open-channel waves to move at the acoustic wave velocity for pressurized flows whenever the water level exceeds the crown of the pipe, thus allowing an accurate tracking of the wave motions in the pressurized zone as well. The shock-capturing features of this method have made it more attractive than cumbersome shockfitting techniques that attempt to track sharp flow discontinuities.
The PSM, however, suffers from two deficiencies that can render it inaccurate when treating certain pressurized flows. First, the PSM cannot sustain the negative pressures that frequently occur in simulations. Indeed, as soon as negative pressures arise, the PSM changes the flow regime from pressurized back to open-channel flow regardless of whether or not the ventilation of the system permits such a reversion. Second, spurious numerical oscillations are often induced when the flow switches from open-channel to pressurized flow. These induced oscillations not only contaminate the solution with nonphysical pressures but they can also result in predictions of negative depths in the open-channel zone, frequently prematurely terminating the simulation. These drawbacks only intensify as higher acoustic wave velocities are introduced. The specific goal of this paper is to shed light on the origin of these spurious oscillations and to propose a nonoscillatory approach that can efficiently simulate systems with a wide range of acoustic wave velocities.
Brief Review of Recent PSM Refinement
There are two closely-related published remedies to the negativepressure issue associated with the PSM, one proposed by Vasconcelos et al. (2006a) and the other by Kerger et al. (2011) . However, despite successfully solving the negative-pressure problem, both approaches continue to experience spurious numerical oscillations. To suppress the numerical oscillations, several partial remedies have been proposed. Leon and Ghidaoui (2010) argue that an inadequate representation of the flow physics by the PSM is the main cause of the numerical oscillations, a diagnosis that cannot be easily resolved by simply fixing the original numerical scheme. However, this paper does not articulate specifically how the PSM distorts the physics and how such a distortion results in numerical oscillations.
The most popular method to control the numerical oscillations is to artificially reduce the acoustic wave velocity by increasing the slot width (Trajkovic et al. 1999; Capart et al. 1997) . This method prevents a drastic change in the wave velocity when open-channel flow suddenly switches to pressurized flow, thus permitting reasonable results as long as the transient response is insensitive to the acoustic wave velocity. However, in cases in which the wave speed is physically important, this approach clearly distorts both the magnitude and the movement of the pressure waves in the pressurized flow zone. Moreover, the wider slot unrealistically stores more liquid that would have otherwise contributed to the pipe flow. This storage may significantly reduce filling bore velocity (Vasconcelos et al. 2006a) or underestimate the liquid level rise in drop shafts (Karney and Malekpour 2011) .
The second type of remedy is based on the idea that a smooth flow transition between the pipe and slot could reduce the numerical oscillations. Sjöberg (1982) utilized a smooth transition between the pipe and slot along with an implicit finite-difference scheme to simulate mixed flow transients. This approach is able 1 to handle high acoustic wave velocities (of order of 1,000 m=s) without generating significant numerical oscillations. However there is a price: the diffusion associated with the implicit method both smoothes and smears sharp pressurized waves. Leon et al. (2009) used a funnel-shaped slot along with a second-order Godunov-based numerical model and showed that their proposed model is capable of providing nonoscillatory solutions even with acoustic wave velocities as high as 1,000 m=s. However the shape of the slot is specifically tailored for conduits with circular cross-sections, so that other pipe cross-sections require a customized approach.
A comparison of the shape of the slots proposed by Leon et al. (2009) and Sjöberg (1982) reveals that the transition between the conduit and the slot is achieved more gradually in Leon et al.'s approach. The ability of Sjöberg's method to perform well even when used for sharper transitions perhaps rests on its implicit numerical scheme. Cunge (1985) argued that a Preissmann four-point implicit finite-difference scheme is an inseparable component of the original slot method that ensures the method's unconditional numerical stability. Arai and Yamamoto (2003) applied a new version of the PSM along with the Preissmann four-point implicit finitedifference and reported nonoscillatory results even without incorporating any smooth transition between the pipe and slot.
Although the drastic change in wave velocity during flow transition is generally accepted as the main cause of the spurious numerical oscillations, the mechanism under which such oscillations are initiated has not yet been well elucidated. Vasconcelos et al. (2009) concluded that insufficient numerical viscosity was the chief cause, a hypothesis that led them to two independent remedies, both based upon increasing the numerical viscosity of a first-order Roe upwind scheme.
In the first approach, the so-called Hybrid Flux Approach, the scheme's numerical viscosity is enhanced by gradually increasing the wave velocities based upon which the fluxes are calculated. This method was shown to effectively suppress the numerical oscillations, though the acoustic wave velocity used is still artificially low. Although this method can suppress the numerical oscillation in higher wave velocities, the artificially-increased viscosity sometimes causes so much numerical diffusion as to compromise accuracy.
In their second approach, Vasconcelos et al. (2009) utilized a numerical filter to smooth the numerical results at every time step. Like the hybrid flux method, this method cannot be efficiently used for large acoustic wave velocities nor does it discriminate spurious numerical oscillations from physical-based ones.
Governing Equations
To set the stage for the new developments, it is useful to briefly summarize the PSM. The PSM treats both open-channel and pressurized flows by the same set of the partial differential equations representing unsteady flow in open channels. The conservative form of the continuity and momentum equations in open channels can be written as follows (Chaudhry 1999) :
where U, F, and R = vectors representing flow variables, fluxes, and source terms respectively. These terms can be written as follows:
where A = flow cross-sectional area; Q = flow discharge;P = average pressure over flow cross-sectional area; S 0 = bottom slope of channel; S f = slope of energy grade line; g = gravitational acceleration; ρ = flow density; R = flow hydraulic radius; and n m = Manning coefficient. Fig. 1 shows a hypothetical slot above the pipe's crown that allows the flow to virtually enter the slot whenever the pipe becomes pressurized. If the open-channel flow depth is considered a counterpart for the pipe pressure head, pressurized flow can be treated as open-channel flow. Ideally, the slot width is calculated such that the open-channel waves in the slot move with the correct acoustic wave velocity. The proper width of the slot is given by
where T s = slot width; A full = conduit cross-sectional area; and a = pipe acoustic wave velocity.
Numerical Formulation
The Godunov scheme is an upwind scheme utilizing the Finite Volume Method (FVM) in which the special domain x is divided into numerical cells of length for ith cell Δx i and the temporal domain is usually split into a constant time interval Δt. A piecewise constant data reconstruction provides first-order accuracy in special domain while a piecewise linear data reconstruction enables second-order accuracy. Assuming a piecewise constant data reconstruction, the general finite volume equation [Eq.
(1)] can be explicitly integrated as follows:
where superscripts n, and n þ 1 = previous and new time lines respectively; and subscripts i þ 1=2, and i − 1=2 = the adjacent downstream and upstream cells of the ith computational cells, respectively. Unknowns for the current step can be explicitly calculated by utilizing Eq. (4) provided that the numerical fluxes at the cell's upstream and downstream boundaries are known. In the Godunov approach, the fluxes are calculated through solving the Riemann problem at the cell boundaries. By definition, a Riemann problem consists of a given system of hyperbolic equations along with a Fig. 1 . Typical conduit cross section in the PSM special initial piecewise constant data containing a discontinuity (LeVeque 2002) . The essential physics is conveyed through Fig. 2 , which schematically shows how the discontinuous data on either side of a cell boundary is decomposed into two different types of waves, out of a variety of combinations, each moving with a speed equal to an eigenvalue of the associated system of equations.
The Riemann solution provides the flow variables at the constant state region (U Ã ), which can be then used to calculate the numerical fluxes at the cell boundaries. However, the exact Riemann solution for nonlinear system of equations requires an iterative procedure. A variety of approximate Riemann solutions with an acceptable level of accuracy are available (Toro 2001) .
Although the proposed numerical model in this research is built upon an approximate Riemann solution, the exact Riemann solution is utilized to conduct the numerical experiments required for exploring the causes of the numerical oscillations. However since the numerical experiments are conducted in the context of a pipe with a box-shaped cross-section, the exact Riemann solution is implemented for just this shape.
Exact Riemann Solution
The exact Riemann solution for the nonlinear system of equations governing mixed flow in closed-conduit systems is not straightforward. Kerger et al. (2011) formulated the exact Riemann solution for both circular and box-shape pipes and showed that their proposed approach provides promising results under a variety of flow conditions; thus, this approach is adopted here.
The set of the equations governing the flow is of hyperbolic type and has two distinct and real eigenvalues as represented in the following:
where λ 1 and λ 2 = eigenvalues of the system of equation; V = flow velocity; and Ω = wave celerity. Assuming the eigenvalues have opposite sign (information can propagate in two directions) the possible wave structures in the Riemann problem is schematized in Fig. 3 .
As Fig. 3 shows, the positive and negative characteristic lines with the slopes of 1=ðV þ ΩÞ, and 1=ðV − ΩÞ respectively divide the domain into three distinct regions: left, right, and star. The Riemann solution calculates the unknowns in the star region (U Ã ) as well as the types of the left and right waves simultaneously by an iterative approach. Kerger et al. (2011) adopted the following nonlinear equation, which can be solved for the flow cross-sectional area in the star region, A Ã :
Depending on whether the waves are shock or rarefaction, functions f L , and f R can be calculated as follows:
In these equations, ϕðA g Þ, andPðA g Þ = Riemann invariant and average pressure for/on a given flow cross-sectional area, respectively, and can be calculated as follows: 
Free surface flow
where B = conduit width; T = top width; and H = conduit height.
With the aid of Eqs. (7)- (10), Eq. (6) can be simply solved by a standard iterative method such as the Newton-Raphson method to find the cross-sectional area of flow in the star region. Having the flow cross-sectional area determined, the flow discharge in the star region can be calculated by the following equation:
Since the unknowns in the star region are obtained based upon the assumption that the two eigenvalues have opposite signs, the final step is to check if other possible wave structures may change the nature of the Riemann solution. This can be determined through a simple procedure called wave sampling in which the obtained flow variable vector in the star region (U Ã ) may be replaced by one of the following conditions, U L , U R , or U C (critical flow condition). Toro (2001) shows these details.
HLL Approximate Riemann Solution
Originally proposed by Harten, Lax, and Van Leer (HLL), the HLL Riemann solver is an approximate solver built upon the premise that the left and right waves are shock waves (Toro 2001) . Considering that shock wave velocities are calculated as S ¼ ðdF=dUÞ, the left and right shock wave velocities can be calculated based on the flow conditions in the star, left, and right zones as follows:
If the two waves are moving in opposite directions, the fluxes in the star region can be simply determined by cancelling out U Ã from Eqs. (12) and (13); the resulting formula is presented in Eq. (14). However for other wave structures, the fluxes should be adjusted by a sampling procedure. If the left wave cannot move against the flow (supercritical condition), the flux in the star region would be the same as the fluxes in the left region. By the same token, the fluxes in the right region take over if the right wave cannot move against the flow
As can be seen in the HLL Riemann solver, the fluxes can be simply calculated if the magnitudes of the left and right waves are known. A variety of approaches have been proposed in order to approximate the wave velocities (Toro 2001) . Since the numerical viscosity depends on the magnitudes of these velocities, in order to prevent unwanted numerical diffusion and to capture flow discontinuities as sharply as possible, all these approaches are designed to introduce a minimal amount of numerical viscosity. However the approach proposed here uses the extra numerical viscosity to suppress the spurious numerical oscillations. The details, however, are discussed after the origin of the numerical oscillations is first examined.
Numerical Oscillations

Causes
Even though linear stability analysis may confirm the stability of an explicit numerical scheme, instability may still occur in highly nonlinear cases involving shocks. Capturing all features of the discontinuity is practically impossible and there exist some scales of motion that cannot be resolved numerically. Since the harmonic analysis of a flow discontinuity also contains all frequencies, some of these cannot be resolved numerically. The cascading frequencies may eventually exceed the capacity of the mesh resolution at which level they can either alias back to the lower frequencies or accumulate at the higher frequency side (Pulliam and Zingg, unpublished data, 2009 ). Lower frequencies produce no serious problem, though if poorly controlled they could compromise the accuracy through numerical diffusion, but higher frequencies may result in spurious numerical oscillations and instabilities.
Nonlinear instability can be prevented if the computational scheme has sufficient numerical viscosity to dampen the numerical oscillations. A variety of schemes are designed to automatically provide optimal numerical viscosity such as the Godunov-type upwind scheme. This scheme can successfully simulate flow with strong shocks in both gas dynamics and hydraulic engineering applications (Toro and Garcia-Navarro 2007) .
Nevertheless even a first-order upwind scheme such as a firstorder Godunov scheme sometimes fails to capture the shocks while avoiding numerical oscillations. The PSM is a relevant example in which none of the proposed numerical methods have succeeded in fully removing the associated numerical oscillations. The numerical calculation of the slow-moving shocks in gas dynamics is another example in which a variety of first-order upwind schemes fail to provide oscillation-free solutions (Arora and Roe 1997; Karni and Čanić 1997) . Vasconcelos et al. (2009) contended that the post-shock oscillations associated with the PSM have the same origin as slow-moving shocks in gas dynamics.
Considering that the flow velocity during pipe filling are at least two orders of magnitude lower than pipe acoustic wave velocities, the filling bore remains in a computational cell for several time steps because the high magnitude of the acoustic wave velocity causes the CFL stability criterion to enforce a small computational time step. As the liquid depth in the computational cell being filled gradually increases, it produces momentum imbalance on either side of the filling bore, whereby many different types of waves are induced in the pressurized flow region preceding the cell. Nevertheless, Vasconcelos (2005) showed that the resulting numerical oscillation is insignificant except during flow transitions.
To better understand the cause of the numerical oscillations, it is helpful to consider a simple filling problem for which an analytical solution is available. The problem consists of rapid filling of a horizontal-frictionless box-shaped conduit with unit cross-sectional area (1 × 1 m), which initially maintains a stagnant water column with a depth of 0.6 m. Reservoirs at the upstream and downstream end of the conduit admit and receive water to/from the conduit. Both reservoirs initially have the same depth as the conduit's (0.6 m). A filling bore is then initiated by imagining suddenly increasing the depth in the upstream reservoir to 4 m. Fig. 4 shows that as the hydraulic bore moves along the conduit (by a constant speed of S w ) the velocity and depth of the conduit change from y R ¼ 0.6 and V R ¼ 0 to y L , and V L , respectively. The analytical solution can be easily obtained by using the travelling wave method and by considering the energy conversion at the conduit entrance. In the travelling wave approach, the flow is reduced to a steady-state condition from the point of view of an observer moving with the velocity at which the hydraulic bore moves along the system. In this frame of reference, the flow parameters can be then easily calculated by applying the steady-state energy and momentum equations.
By considering this simple coordinate transformation η ¼ x − S w t, Eq. (1) can be transformed to the following form:
By multiplying by dη and integrating, the following equation is easily obtained:
By substituting the information from Eqs. (2) and (10) into the Eq. (16), the following equations are achieved:
where A L , and y L are related as
In order to determine the three unknowns in the preceding equations S W , V L , and y L , one more equation is required. The following equation can be formed by considering the energy conservation between the upstream reservoir and the upstream end of the conduit:
Given the values H res ¼ 4 m, y R ¼ 0.6 m, and V R ¼ 0 ms −1 , the unknowns S W , V L , and y L are calculated as 10.077 ms −1 , 4.044 ms −1 , and 3.167 m, respectively. Using a wave velocity of 100 ms −1 , this example is next simulated by a first-order Godunov scheme using the exact Riemann solution. Fig. 5 depicts the resulting hydraulic grade lines captured by the analytic and numerical methods after 30 s. At this time, the analytical solution shows that the bore is located 302.3 m from the upstream reservoir and the HGL behind the ore increases to 3.167. However, the HGL calculated by the numerical model exhibits strong oscillations though the bore location is reasonably replicated. Yet if the acoustic wave velocity is greater than about 100 ms −1 , the oscillations results in negative depths in the open-channel flow zone.
To understand the cause of these oscillations, consider first how the flow variables changes within a computational cell. Fig. 6 depicts a phase plane comparing two different numerical orbits. The first numerical orbit is produced by using the numerical data obtained from the Godunov method for the cell number 100. The next one corresponds to an ideal orbit, which can be analytically calculated by the aid of travelling wave theory.
Assuming that the flow variables remain constant in the left hand side of the bore (oscillation free assumption; y L ¼ 3.167, V L ¼ 4.044), a set of flow variables in the right hand side of the bore (V R s, and S W s) can be calculated for a set of predefined flow depths by simultaneous solution of Eqs. (17) and (18). Fig. 6 shows that although both orbits connect the flow condition in the right hand side of the bore (Q R ¼ 0, A R ¼ 0.6) to that in the lefthand side (Q L ¼ 4.05, A L ¼ 1.002), they do not exactly coincide. These differences become more pronounced when pressurization occurs. Fig. 7 zooms into the orbits in the vicinity of the conduit's crown. Following pressurization, the numerical orbit starts rotating around the left point, implying that both the velocity and direction of the local wave is highly variable.
By comparing the orbits, two differences are particularly significant. First, before the conduit becomes fully pressurized, the flow discharge reaches a slightly higher value in the ideal orbit (3.82 m 3 s −1 ) than in the numerical orbit (3.71 m 3 s −1 ). Second, the slope of the ideal orbit [measuring instantaneous wave velocity (dQ=dA)] suddenly increases following the pressurization while In the ideal orbit, flow discharge increases from 3.82 to Q L ¼ 4.05 as the flow area increases from 3.9987 to A L ¼ 4.05. This changing pattern corresponds to a slope that exactly replicates the conduit acoustic wave velocity's magnitude (100 m=s) considered in calculations. However the slope of the numerical orbit in the vicinity of the conduit roof is so mild that the discharge cannot increase from 3.71 to Q L ¼ 4.05 unless the flow area temporarily exceeds the final flow area A L ; this manifests itself as a numerical overshoot. Obviously, when higher acoustic wave velocities occur, the slot width is narrower and a given excess in the flow area results in a greater overshoot in the computed depth. This explains why the numerical oscillations are intensified with increasing the conduit acoustic wave velocity.
Suppression
The discussion to this point implies that if the oscillations are to be suppressed, the numerical orbit should better mimic the ideal orbit. This can be achieved by first enforcing the flow in the computational cell being filled to further accelerate before pressurization, and second, by adjusting the wave velocity in such a way that it suddenly increases to the correct acoustic wave velocity following pressurization.
To satisfy these two conditions, it is helpful to first examine how a typical filling bore is captured by the numerical model. Since a computational cell is pressurized over several time steps, even a second-order scheme cannot capture the filling bore in just one computational cell. As shown in Fig. 8 , the bore front spreads over several computational cells due to the leakage of mass and momentum across the cells boundary, a direct manifestation of numerical viscosity.
Numerical viscosity obviously causes the computational cell to be filled more slowly whereby its flow can further accelerates before the cell is pressurized. It is easy to show that the numerical wave velocity is affected by the amount of the numerical viscosity of the computational scheme. To this end, consider Eq. (20), which is the rearranged form of Eq. (14). Assuming that the absolute magnitude of the left and right wave velocities (S W ) are equal, Eq. (20) is reduced to Eq. (21)
As shown by LeVeque (2002) , the first term on the righthand side of Eq. (21) provides an unconditionally unstable flux that can only be stablized through the influence of the second term, which admits numerical viscoity into the scheme. This shows that the numerical viscocity in the upwind scheme is affected by the magnitude of wave velocity. Similarly, Eq. (21) implies that wave velocities can be adjusted by changing the amount of artificial viscosity.
However, additional artificial viscosity may significantly smear numerical data, which can compromise the accuracy of the results. Vasconcelos et al. (2009) showed that beyond a certain level, the numerical viscosity adversely affects the numerical solution due to extensive numerical diffusion and data smearing. This often limits the use of their method if the acoustic velocities exceed 100 m=s. Of course, if one chooses a large enough spatial increment and is prepared to accept some level of numerical oscillations and the associated negative pressures, a higher velocity might still be tolerated (Sanders and Bradford 2010) .
However the ideal orbit shown in Fig. 7 suggests that there is no need to admit significant additional numerical viscosity unless the liquid level in the computational cell is almost at the conduit roof, where significant change in wave velocity is required. Thus, if the numerical scheme is designed in such a way that it admits significant numerical viscosity only once pressurization is imminent and little otherwise, the numerical oscillation would be suppressed while some numerical diffusion persists.
To implement such a numerical scheme, the approximate HLL Riemann solution is utilized since it permits easy adjustment of the wave velocity. Leon et al. (2009) proposed the following formula for calculating left and right wave velocities:
where Ω KðK¼L;RÞ is given by
where c = gravity wave celerity; and the variables with subindex G = functions of a reference depth Y G , which should be estimated. Leon et al. (2009) also provided three different approaches for approximating Y G , which in general can be assisted in calculating least-diffusive fluxes. However, since the proposed numerical model in the following research should adjust the magnitude of the numerical viscosity according to the flow depth in the conduit, special care is required to approximate this depth. The numerical explorations show that a Y G greater than the height of conduit makes Eq. (23) provide a wave velocity that does not significantly differs from a gravity wave speed except in the vicinity of the conduit roof. This can be easily verified using one of the previous examples. By neglecting the flow velocity and considering Y G ¼ 1.3 m, the wave velocities for different water levels in the conduit are calculated based on Eq. (23) and compared with those obtained from the gravity wave celerity, ffiffiffiffiffi gy p . As shown in Fig. 9 , for flow depths less than 0.98 m, the estimated wave velocities do not significantly exceed those of gravity wave celerity, but beyond this depth the resulting wave velocities dramatically grow as the water depth increases. When flow depth exceeds the conduit height, the wave velocity calculated by Eq. (23) is no longer sensitive to Y G and remains almost constant at the conduit's acoustic wave velocity.
The preceding discussion confirms that Eq. (23) can be potentially used to adjust wave velocities provided Y G is estimated properly. Extensive numerical experimentation shows that the following strategy can be efficiently employed to estimate Y G :
Y G ¼ K a MAX½y i−NS ; y i−NSþ1 ; :::;y i−1 ; y i ; y iþ1 ; :::;y iþNS−1 ; y iþNS ð24Þ This simple strategy first searches for the maximum water depth in the vicinity of the ith computational cell within a collection of NS cells. The maximum depth is then multiplied by a constant coefficient, K a , to estimate Y G . In order to admit optimal numerical viscosity, both NS and K a must be well-tuned.
If the maximum depth is higher than the conduit height, the ith computational cell is inferred to be close to the pressurization bore and a higher K a is required. The numerical experiments show that a value of 1.4 is sufficient in this case while a smaller value of 1.001 works well elsewhere. The value of NS in Eq. (24) depends on the resolution of the computational grid and should be selected such that the search domain is extended far enough from the computational cell for which the wave velocity is being calculated. The numerical experiments show that an efficient search domain may have a physical length which is 2 to 3 times as large as the height of conduit, but in any case the NS should not be less than three computational cells. If the computational cell is found near a boundary, the flow depth at the boundary point should be also incorporated into Eq. (24).
In this research, Eq. (23) is utilized to calculate wave velocity at a particular numerical cell only when the flow is in a free surface condition at that cell. Otherwise the wave velocity is considered equal to the acoustic wave velocity in the conduit.
In order to verify the performance of the proposed approach, the former example is calculated by employing proposed HLL solver. Assuming an acoustic wave velocity of 1,000 ms −1 for the conduit the calculations are performed for two different Courant numbers: 0.8, and 0.5. Fig. 10 compares the numerical results with the analytical solution. As can be seen, the numerical results match closely to the analytical solution though at the Courant number 0.8, slight wiggles appear in the numerical solution.
As shown, the additional numerical viscosity included in the model prevents numerical oscillations from occurring though some data smearing occurs at the bore. It is seen that the bore front captured by the model is ahead of the analytical bore front by 3.3 m, almost equivalent to the length of three computational cells. Such a limited amount of data smearing seems a small price to pay for controlling the numerical oscillations. Fig. 11 compares two numerical orbits produced based on the numerical data collected at 100th computational cell. The first numerical orbit obtained from applying the exact Riemann solution along with an acoustic wave velocity of 100 ms −1 and the second one is obtained from the proposed HLL solver with an acoustic wave velocity of 1,000 ms −1 . It is seen that the proposed HLL solver desirably amends the numerical orbit in two ways: (1) before pressurization, the flow inside the cell is accelerated to almost the final steady-state solution (4.02 m 3 =s), and (2) the wave velocity is suddenly increased to the acoustic wave velocity in the vicinity of the conduit roof. However, although both curves result at the same final discharge, the associated flow areas are slightly different. This is because the slot width associated with the acoustic velocity 100 ms −1 is greater than that associated with a wave velocity of 1,000 ms −1 . Before exploring the effect of the different parameters on the suppression of the numerical oscillations, it is worth briefly considering the shape of the numerical orbit produced by the proposed model in the context of the arguments made in the pioneering work of Vasconcelos et al. (2009) . This work shows that to capture a nonoscillatory hydraulic bore in a wide rectangular conduit requires quite a specific shape of the numerical orbit. Yet if the hydraulic bore is intended to be captured in just one computational cell, the conservation of mass across the hydraulic bore insists that the curve must be a straight line. This implies that a nonoscillatory hydraulic bore can be numerically captured through more than one computational cell. Indeed, as shown in the current paper, the magnitude of the additional numerical viscosity artificially admitted to the numerical model determines how the hydraulic bore spreads over different computational cells and also dictates the shape of the numerical orbit.
The performance of the proposed approach clearly rests on the magnitudes of both K a and NS. Fig. 12 compares the numerical results for K a s values of 1.4, 1.2, 0.9, and 0.5 and a NS ¼ 6. The effect of NS on the numerical oscillations is shown in Fig. 13 for K a ¼ 1.4 and different NSs values of 1, 3, and 5. The severity of the numerical oscillations is obviously more sensitive to NS than K a . What NS does is to let more cells in the vicinity of the pressurization front receive a higher level of numerical viscosity. At NS ¼ 1, the model produces quite unsatisfactory results since only one cell at the pressurization front is assigned significant numerical viscosity. The numerical experiments show that in such a condition, the pressurization does not immediately occur in the computation cell right after the pressurization front but rather in the subsequent cell. Considering that enhancing numerical viscosity at only a particular cell increases the mass and momentum leakage from the cell, the energy level in the next subsequent numerical cell goes up, causing this cell to experience a premature pressurization followed by spurious numerical oscillations. This discussion reveals that why the pioneer work of Vasconcelos et al. (2009) did not completely remove all numerical oscillations. In fact, Vasconcelos et al. (2009) increases the numerical viscosity significantly only at the computational cell adjacent to the pressurization front.
As Fig. 13 depicts, by increasing NSs the oscillations can be completely suppressed because the additional numerical viscosity admitted by the model is distributed over a few cells, whereby the energy levels in the computational cells adjacent to the pressurization front are bounded.
Further Numerical Tests
In order to examine the performance of the proposed model under different operational flow conditions, some examples are presented herein.
Test Case 1
This test case is designed to explore whether the proposed model can accurately capture both transient mixed flow and strong waterhammer pressures that may occur in a single transient event. To this end, the same frictionless box-shaped conduit used in the previous example is utilized. Transient flow is established by simultaneously increasing the water depths at both the upstream and downstream reservoirs from 0.6 to 4 m.
Analytical calculations show that two similar hydraulic bores with the same upstream depth of 3.167 m are set up at the either end of the conduit and propagate with the same absolute velocity of 10.09 ms −1 but in opposite directions. The hydraulic bores then collide in the middle of the conduit at 19.83 s and produce the extreme water-hammer overpressure of 411.37 m, an acoustic wave that then propagates in opposite directions toward the reservoirs with a wave velocity of 1,000 ms −1 . With a Courant number ¼ 0.5 and NS ¼ 5, the transient responses of the system are nicely captured by the model. Fig. 14 compares the model results with the analytical solutions in some sequential timelines before the collision of the filling bores. The model's results are in excellent agreement with the analytical solution, though the numerical bore occurs marginally earlier. Fig. 15 compares both the numerical and analytical HGLs in two different timelines after the collision of the bores. The model perfectly replicates the magnitude of the resulting water-hammer pressure, though the water-hammer surge fronts are ahead of those of analytical by almost 150 m. The difference is attributed to the earlier collision of the bores in the numerical solution, which is caused by data smearing occurring in the numerical solution. Although the time difference is not significant (0.15 s), the abrupt action of the pressure waves during this short period makes a large difference in the wave locations. Nevertheless as Fig. 13 implies, after the collision, the difference between the numerical and physical water-hammer surge front's location remains almost constant. This establishes that following the pressurization of the conduit the Fig. 12 . Sensitivity of the model results to K a s Fig. 13 . Sensitivity of the model results to NSs model can also replicate the track of the water-hammer pressures accurately. In addition, the HGLs seems to be more diffused after pressurization, but this does not imply that the numerical model is more diffusive while capturing the pressurized flow. Unlike the analytical solution, the moving water columns do not suddenly collide in the numerical results but rather in a short interval required for the middle cell to be filled. As the middle cell is being filled, the pressure heads on either side of the cell gradually increase before full rejoining the water columns and inducing consequent major water-hammer pressure spike. This makes the head and tail of the resulting water-hammer pressure head not to be in the same location.
Test Case 2
In Test Case 2, the model results are compared with both the experimental data and the numerical results presented by Vasconcelos et al. (2006a) . The experimental rig consists of a 14.33-m horizontal acrylic pipe with an internal diameter of 9.4 cm connecting two acrylic tanks. The upstream tank has a square cross-section with a width of 25 cm and a height of 31 cm. The downstream tank has a circular cross-section with an internal diameter of 19 cm with a height tall sufficient to prevent overflow. A partially-open gate valve at the downstream end of the pipe in conjunction with an air vent enforces the air to be released through the air vent and prevents air from intruding into the downstream tank.
The transient event starts with suddenly supplying the upstream tank with a constant discharge of 3.1 L=s when the pipe initially maintains a stagnant water column with a depth of 7.3 cm. A filling bore is setup in the upstream side of the pipe and propagates to the downstream side. Before arriving at the downstream tank, the filling bore encounters the partially-open gate and produces large water-hammer pressure oscillations that quickly damp out. The water level in the downstream tank then rises and produces reverse flow in the pipe, which is turn results in a mass flow oscillation between the two reservoirs.
This experiment constitutes an ideal context for validating the model results as the induced transient flow contains both waterhammer and mass-oscillation features. However, since in the original paper, neither the head loss coefficient associated with the partially-open gate nor the magnitude of the pipe acoustic wave velocity were reported, following Sanders and Bradford (2010) , a calibration procedure was undertaken to determine suitable values. By considering N ¼ 400 cells, Cr ¼ 0.5, and NS ¼ 12, a numerical exploration determined the best values for the gate head loss coefficient, pipe acoustic wave velocity and the Manning coefficient are determined as 12,300 ms −1 , and 0.016 m 1 6 respectively. The Manning coefficient is higher than the typical one, probably compensating for the other energy losses otherwise ignored in the simulation. Fig. 17 also compares the pressure head time history with the experimental data at x ¼ 9.9 m. As can be seen, the model nicely replicates both the water-hammer oscillations induced following the contact of the filling bore with the gate and the subsequent mass oscillations. The magnitude of the pipe acoustic wave velocity does not influence the transient responses of the system except in a short time period after the contact of the filling with the gate when the elastic feature of the flow is of great importance. To ensure whether the additional numerical viscosity admitted to the model causes the model to falsely dampen the induced water-hammer pressures, the sensitivity of the induced transient pressures to the acoustic wave velocity is examined. Fig. 18 compares the time history of the water-hammer pressure head at x ¼ 9.9 m for different acoustic wave velocities of 300, 600, and 1,000 ms −1 with the experimental data. As can be seen, beyond the wave velocities 300 ms −1 , the model overestimates the resulting water-hammer pressure spike, implying that the model is not filtering out key water-hammer events. This calibrated wave velocity seems to be typical for the pipe material used and the possible free air in the system. Moreover assuming a gate discharge coefficient of 0.6, the gate opening associated with a calibrated head loss coefficient of 12 is estimated by the following equation as 48%, which seems to be reasonable as well:
where A P = pipe cross-sectional area; A G = gate opening area; C d = gate discharge coefficient; and K g = gate head loss coefficient.
Test Case 3
In Case 3, the experimental and numerical results presented by Vasconcelos et al. (2009) are utilized. The test rig configuration is quite similar to that in Test Case 2 except that the pipe is sloped 0.1% toward the downstream tank and the downstream gate is removed in this case. The water column is initially at rest with the water depths varying from 8.2 cm in the upstream to 6.7 cm in the downstream side. A rapid-filling scenario is performed by suddenly supplying the upstream tank with a constant flow. Since the magnitude of the discharge is not reported in the original paper, following Leon et al. (2010) , it is assumed that the water level in the tank suddenly rises to 25 cm above the pipe bed at the upstream side and remains constant at this level during the transient event.
The system is simulated with NS ¼ 12, N ¼ 400 cells, a ¼ 1,000 m=s, Cr ¼ 0.5, and n m ¼ 0.011. Fig. 19 compares the instantaneous HGL calculated by the proposed model with that obtained from the hybrid-flux approach proposed by Vasconcelos et al. (2009) . The proposed model provides a nonoscillatory solution at a wave velocity of 1,000 ms −1 while the hybrid-flux of Vasconcelos et al. (2009) does not completely remove the numerical oscillation even at wave velocity of 100 ms −1 . In addition, the proposed model produceless data smearing than hybrid-flux method.
Furthermore, the bore front calculated by the proposed model is somewhat ahead of that calculated by Vasconcelos et al. (2009) . The discrepancy can be explained by considering 
Test Case 4
This test case aims at evaluating the performance of the model in capturing steady-state mixed flow in pipes. To this end, a hypothetical pipe system for which a steady-state solution is available is utilized. The pipe system consists of a 1 × 1 m box-shaped pipe with a length of 1,000 m and slope of 1%. A steady-state supercritical flow with a depth of 0.739 m and velocity of 4.058 ms −1 is initially established throughout in the pipe. The water depth is suddenly increased at the downstream end of the conduit to 3 m. A moving hydraulic jump then propagates upstream until the system reaches a new steady state in which open channel and pressurized flows coexist.
By considering NS ¼ 6, N ¼ 500 cells, a ¼ 1,000 m=s, Cr ¼ 0.5, and n ¼ 0.011, a time marching is performed by the model until the steady-state flow is established. To ensure that all transient effects are removed, the simulation is performed for 3,000 s. To confirm that the final steady state is reached, discharge at a point of the pipe system located at 980 m from the upstream Fig. 18 . Sensitivity of the induced water-hammer pressure heads to the acoustic wave velocities 
Test Case 5
In order to examine the performance of the model in capturing negative pressure in the system, a hypothetical example is considered. However, since the PSM cannot account for negative pressures, the negative slot method proposed by Kerger et al. (2011) is considered. This method is exactly similar to PSM except in case of occurrence of negative pressures in which the negative flow depth in the virtual slot accounts for the negative pressure in the conduit. In such conditions, Eq. (24) needs adjustment by replacing possible negative ys in the bracket by the maximum height of the conduit. As explained previously, Eq. (23) is only utilized when the computational cell carries open-channel flow; in all other cases, the wave velocity is taken as equal to the acoustic wave velocity of the conduit.
The hypothetical pipe system consists of a frictionless horizontal pipe with a diameter of 0.5 m and length of 1,000 m connecting a upstream reservoir to a partially-open downstream valve. The initial flow velocity is 1 m=s and the acoustic velocity is 1,050 m=s. The reservoir height above the pipe centerline is intentionally taken as high (100 m) in order to avoid column separation during the course of transient.
Given number of cells ¼ 500 and Cr ¼ 0.8, the transient response of the system following sudden closing of the valve is calculated by the model and the results are compared with the analytical solution. As Fig. 23 depicts, the model's results are in close agreement with the analytical solution. The results also imply that the model succeeds in capturing negative and positive transient pressures without producing significant damping.
Summary and Conclusions
The origin of the spurious numerical oscillations pertinent to the PSM is studied through comparing the numerical orbit obtained from a first-order Godunov numerical scheme with an ideal-viscose orbit analytically calculated by the aid of the travelling-wave approach in a phase plan. The exploration is carried out in the context of a rapid filing for which an analytical solution is available.
These two curves exhibit two fundamental differences, which are found to be the main cause of the numerical oscillations. First, just before pressurization, the discharge values in the computational cells being filled are accelerated to a higher value in the ideal orbit than in the numerical one. Second, the slope of the ideal orbit suddenly increases when flow transient occurs in the computational cell while the slope of the numerical orbit remains almost Fig. 23 . Water-hammer pressure heads' time history at the valve unchanged during pressurization. It is shown that the discrepancies are both symptomatic of an inadequate numerical viscosity provided by the numerical scheme, particularly during the instants of flow transition.
In order to remove the numerical oscillations, a HLL Riemann solver is proposed that can automatically enhance the numerical viscosity of the model, particularly when the water level is in vicinity of a pipe's roof and pressurization tends to occur. The performance of the proposed model is then justified in the context of several test examples. The results show that the proposed mode enables to provide nonoscillatory solutions for a variety of operational mixed-flow conditions and for high acoustic wave velocities of the order of 1,000 ms −1 without producing significant numerical diffusion and data smearing. Further, the results imply that the proposed model can be easily adopted for any shape of conduit.
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Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper: A = flow cross-sectional area; a = acoustic wave velocity; A full = conduit cross-sectional area; B = conduit width; c = surface wave celerity; F = flux vector; g = gravitational acceleration; H = conduit height; H res = reservoir height; K a = adjusting coefficient; n m = Manning coefficient; NS = number of computational cells considered in search; P = average pressure; Q = flow discharge; R = source term vector; R = hydraulic radius; S = Wave velocity; S 0 = pipe slope; S f = friction slope; T = flow top width; T S = slot width; t = time; U = flow variable vector; V = flow velocity; x = distance; y = flow depth; Δx = distance increment; Δt = time step; ρ = fluid density; Ω = surface wave celerity; λ 1 , λ 2 = eigenvalues; and η = transformed coordinate.
Subscripts * = star region; G = reference condition; i = computational cell number; K = dummy variable; L = left region; n = time line; R = right region; and W = moving frame.
